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Subject: Dispensary Traffic
Date: Friday, February 24, 2023 at 2:52:44 PM Eastern Standard Time
From: Benjamin Kimbro
To: Gordon Videll
ADachments: image001.jpg

Gordon,
 
Good to speak with you this a3ernoon. I appreciate the parking / crowding worries and we certainly value
safety above all, but much of the concerns are (currently) unfounded. The hysteria that creates crowding,
long lines and can contribute to chaos in commercial areas and public ways has come and gone in CT. With
adult-use being open now for more than a month, the crowding across CT was minor, lasted for about two
days and was exacerbated by fewer than ten dispensaries being open. There are a lot more now, which
creates geographic relief. Even that was radically less acFvity than we saw years back in MassachuseHs
opening their adult-use market a few years ago.
 
A good example of this is our Bristol dispensary. Chief Gould and Mayor Caggiano were worried about
creaFng a traffic snarl on Rte. 6 when we opened for adult-use sales on Friday 17FEB23. We agreed to hire
two (2) uniformed, off-duty Bristol Police officers to conduct traffic control from open unFl close for the first
seven (7) days. They never once actually needed to engage in traffic control acFvity. In fact, a3er day three or
four, the Officer (Berube) that was our POC indicted that this precauFon had been unnecessary. He told our
GM that he was going to recommend to the Chief that they disconFnue. Mostly what was accomplished was
two BPD cars taking up two of our parking stalls. I'd encourage anyone with conFnued concern over this to
reach out to City of Bristol for their thoughts. It's just simply the rush that's never coming. Having
orchestrated dozens of dispensary openings over the past eight (8) years in more than twenty (20) states, I
am happy to discuss the realiFes of this with anyone that has quesFons. Please send them my way.
 
 

Ben Kimbro | Sr. Director – Public Affairs
918-808-1902
www.trulieve.com
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